Putting On The Mind Of Christ Workshop Video Now Available On Line

The entire video is 2 hours and 15 minutes length. This is how you can manage starting and stopping the video and returning to the place you left off at a later time:

1. Click on arrow to start playing.
2. Click on two bars to stop.
3. Write the number where you stopped playing. (e.g. 00:14)
4. To find where you stopped click on red bar and drag it to number you wrote down.
Click on SHOW MORE in the middle of the page. Here you will see each of the four conferences listed separately. The “Video Location” numbers indicate where each conference begins and ends.

5. To increase the picture to full screen click on this icon in the far right corner of the tool bar. Click the icon again to return to normal screen size or “Esc” on your key board.

6. To watch a specific conference drag the red line until the beginning number appears.